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Abstract

It is now well known that the Internet inter-domain
routing protocol (BGP) suffers from multiple problems of
safety: first, reliability because of its reactions to links
or routers breakdowns, reliability also when incoherent
local policies obstruct the convergence of the routing al-
gorithm or flood the network with obsolete update mes-
sages. More recently, BGP routers breakdowns during
some worms propagation have also demonstrated a safety
problem. We study new versions of this protocol which
takes into account some information added in the protocol,
some measurements and tomography. We develop a large
scale simulation model to study how few smart routers may
help. We also design a tool to build large graphs from In-
ternet maps to represent the topology.

1 Introduction

The main issue of the Internet routing protocols is to
provide worldwide connectivity. The Internet connects
thousands of Autonomous Systems (AS) operated by vari-
ous institutions such as Internet service providers, univer-
sities, companies or organisations. Within an AS, routing
is controlled by intra-domain protocols such as OSPF or
RIP. The Autonomous Systems are connected by dedicated
links or public network access points. They exchange in-
formation about routes using the Border Gateway Proto-
col (BGP) [22]. BGP is an inter-domain routing protocol
that allows AS to apply local policies for the route selec-
tion and the propagation of control information. Such a hi-
erarchical routing follows the hierarchical and distributed
nature of the Internet. But, the routing protocols have not
been designed to manage the large number of hosts we now
have in Internet. The network is fault tolerant as most of its
functions are distributed. However, new types of faults like
worm propagation, distributed denial of service and attacks
of the DNS servers have shown that the network is much
less reliable and secure that we may have thought. Fur-
thermore, the lack of guarantee prohibits most of the value
added services.

Clearly, a hierarchy of routing protocols is necessary be-
cause Internet is a collection of smaller networks with their
own rules. And the inter AS routing protocol has a large
impact on delays experienced by packets, due to the routes
selected. The main property for a routing algorithm on a
large network is to deal with the dynamics of the topology,
the available links and the connected routers. As the whole
Internet is dynamic, the routing tables must change fre-
quently. BGP routers must inform their neighbours when
paths change due to a failure or a correction. And they must
propagate this information when they receive it. Thus the
routing protocols have to manage these updates efficiently.
Many authors (for instance, Govindan [9], Labovitz [15],
[16]) have reported BGP oscillations for routes. Labovitz
et al. report in [15] that the number of exchange messages
is several orders of magnitude larger than the number of
real faults. These oscillations imply a considerable loss of
bandwidth but also larger delays. Furthermore, it is still
possible to have an infinite loop, and BGP does not con-
verge if the AS use general rules of routing (see Govindan
et al. [21]). Of course the TTL, timers and retransmit tech-
niques will insure that packets never stay too long in the
network and that they will be sent again. We advocate that
this bandwidth lost will have been better used by a more
efficient routing protocol and smart routers.

Thus, BGP suffers typically from a reliability problem
since an elementary breakdown of router causes serious
transient problems. But BGP and the routers also exhibit
safety problems which threaten Internet connectivity. The
propagation of worms using random IP addresses recently
caused important breakdowns of BGP routers [25][26]. In-
deed the random IP address is more likely in cache (due to
the size of the BGP table) and the router is stressed by a
large number of cache misses and crashes.

1.1 Motivation

BGP thus suffers from multiple problems of safety: first,
reliability by its reactions to links or routers breakdowns,
reliability also when incoherent local policies obstruct the
convergence of the routing algorithm [21] or causes an
overload of the network because of the flooding by obso-



lete update messages, and also safety when attacks on other
components of the network stress the router and causes
a breakdown. Note that IP spoofing technique may also
be used to provide wrong information to a BGP router as
the routes are advertised by TCP packets. Classical cryp-
tographic techniques have already been proposed to make
secure the exchange of informations [14].

Modeling Internet and its protocols belongs to the most
challenging simulation problem we must address. BGP is
a complex protocol due to the large number of freedom
given to the operators. Furthermore, Internet topology has
a large influence on the performance of routing algorithms
and new problems related to malicious usage to the network
(worms, virus, distributed denial of service) are more and
more frequent. The purpose of project SR2I is to improve
the reliability of the routing infrastructure. To achieve this
goal, we will study how to improve the routing and flooding
algorithms, design correct local policies and perform statis-
tical controls to detect traffic variations. We will show how
the monitoring of the network may help to understand the
real topology and load. Active and passive tomography will
recover more information about the network, These tech-
niques can also help to limit the propagation of worms and
maybe the Distributed Denial of Service. The main idea is
the construction of a ”more realistic” image of the networks
and the routes to limit the exchanges of messages, acceler-
ate convergence and improve BGP and routers robustness.
To fully understand the problems and how to solve them,
we must check on a large scale new versions for the proto-
col or new constraints on the topology or the configuration.
And simulation is the only tool available for analysis of
protocols on a large scale.

For instance, several extensions of BGP have been pro-
posed recently to improve the stability and the safety. Most
of the researches about BGP focused on thestabilityof the
protocol. Assume that a computer network is started from
an initial coherent state (where known paths to the destina-
tion do exist, where routers are properly configured, etc.),
then a particular BGP instance (i.e. a particular route policy
configuration of BGP in the network) is stable if it reaches
a final global state where all nodes have a stable path to-
ward the destination. Unfortunately, knowing if a partic-
ular instance of BGP is stable is an NP-complete problem
(see [10]). Thus, proposals to guarantee stability includea
global sufficient condition on the system (see [12]), a local
condition on the BGP routers’ policies (see [8]), and a dy-
namic additional algorithm that is run on each BGP router
(The Safe Path Vector Protocol as defined in [11]).

Recently, several authors have tried to apply theself-
stabilizingproperty to BGP [1]. This property means the
following: assume that a computer network is started from
an arbitrary initial configurations, (where known paths can
be arbitrary and where routers can be completely mis-

configured), then a self-stabilizing BGP solution guaran-
tees, as soon as faults cease, that the network eventually
reaches an initial coherent state, and then a stable final con-
figuration, assuming a stable BGP is run. To the best of our
knowledge, only two self-stabilizing versions of the BGP
protocol exist. The first one, [1], is a self-stabilizing ver-
sion of the Safe Path Vector Protocol of [11]; it assumes
realistic communications between nodes, and provides all
available routes, but and has high memory requirements. In
contrast, [2] has smaller memory requirements than [1], but
uses a theoretical reliable communication model, and may
removes routes that fit all policies of the system. One im-
portant issue would be to design a self-stabilizing version
of BGP that is realistic (i.e. implementable) and that does
not have high resources consumption.

Another approach consists to study the self-stabilizing
properties of the BGP protocol itself. Previous approaches
to guarantee BGP stability provide sufficient conditions on
the acceptable routing policies. If such conditions are sat-
isfied, the resulting protocol is stable (i.e. starting from
an initial well known configuration, it provides a loop free
route to every autonomous system). Since BGP is de-
signed to accept the arrival and departure of autonomous
systems dynamically (along with their corresponding rout-
ing policies), it should be able to start from an arbitrary
configuration (resulting from a brutal modification of the
autonomous systems graph topology). It is still unclear
whether the sufficient conditions that have been provided
so far for stability are also sufficient conditions for self-
stabilization. In a high level communication model, at least
two approaches (see [12, 8]) proved to be self-stabilizing.
Further investigation is needed to characterize the min-
imal possible sufficient condition for stability and self-
stabilization.

However, none of the currently proposed self-stabilizing
versions of BGP has been tested in a realistic environment
(e.g. in a large simulator). It is needed to run bench-
marks to analyze and compare non-stabilizing and self-
stabilizing versions of BGP according to several criteria:
fault-tolerance, speed of convergence toward a loop-free
routing, memory consumption. Our project is a part of a
large collaborative research action with some specialistsof
self-stabilizingtheory to provide them a testbed to check
on a large scale new extensions of the routing algorithm.

But we also want to check more practical problems
which are not completely related to BGP. First we must
have an accurate representation of the AS topology because
it has a large influence on performance and also on insta-
bility and message flooding. Furthermore, BGP uses TCP
to connect the peers. Thus BGP suffers the same conges-
tion problem as TCP. When the network is saturated be-
cause of usual congestion or distributed denial of service at-
tacks, the BGP packets may experience the same problems



as data packets. As BGP has its own timer to detect that a
link is dead, missing packets due to congestion can create
new withdraw message which use the network and increase
the congestion. Clearly, we may have some domino effect.
Note that the correlation between some worms propagation
and BGP instability which has been reported before [26]
may also be related to this load and congestion problem.
Thus the simulation model must carry some information
on the load of the network.

Thus we want to study how to improve BGP and the
routers. The main idea is to use few “smart” or “intelli-
gent” routers which will help all the AS. Actual routers are
rather dumb and it is not that difficult to increase their pro-
cessing power. This new routers will perform some active
and passive measurements and use tools based on tomog-
raphy to understand the network topology. Even if they
do not fully understand everything, we hope that they can
give and propagate some useful control informations. For
instance, actual BGP implementations use a withdraw mes-
sage which states that a path is now missing. But it does not
explain which links has disappeared. Thus we can select a
new path which also uses the dead link and this new path
will be canceled in the future. A smarter router can add to
the withdraw message more information on the links. This
is consistent with today BGP protocol as it is assumed that
we can add information after a path and that this informa-
tion is propagated with the path even if the router is dumb.

The main problem is to understand how the network will
behave if few routers implement this more efficient imple-
mentation while most of them do not. Again the only pos-
sible solution is to build a large scale model of the network
and to use some simulations.

1.2 BGP Simulators and Internet Maps

BGP simulators are not rare. Several projects have de-
veloped some abstract model of the protocol to check its
properties. For instance, SSF.OS.BGP4[19] (implementa-
tion of the BGP protocol on SSFNet simulator) was devel-
opped to study BGP stability behavior in different network
topologies, when confronted to various events. The simula-
tor contains a lot of features from the protocol specification,
and even includes implementation-specific aspects. How-
ever, the model did not incorporate user traffic’s effects
on BGP. Morever, the simulation model is too ”rich”: the
memory and CPU consumption required makes it hardly
usable on large topologies. Unlike the former simulator,
C-BGP[20] was designed to work on topologies of sev-
eral thousands of ASes. This simulator, built as an effi-
cient decision process simulator, allow experimentations
on BGP protocol and attributes. However, it lacks tempo-
ral dimension, as the simulator does not implement BGP
timers, nor messages delays (link crossing delay, router

CPU waiting). Another large scale BGP simulator was
proposed in [13]. Its aim was to run BGP simulations on
several thousands nodes topologies by keeping the tempo-
ral delays introduced by the BGP timers. But, like all the
previous simulators, this one uses Logical AS topologies,
ignoring IBGP interactions and the effects of AS-internal
event on the convergence. Same goes for the RouteSim
BGP simulator[17]. Althought the model was abstracted
enought to allow large topologies simulation, it lacked real-
istic temporal delay model, not allowing the observation of
user traffic variation consequences on BGP signalisation.
Another way in BGP simulator conception was explored
by the creators of BGP++. By integrating areal BGP im-
plentation into a simulator, the simulations gained a real-
ness never obtained before, but the low level of abstraction
made memory and CPU consumption too large to allow
large topologies simulation. Clearly, all the simulators al-
ready designed are useless for our own purpose, even if
they help us to design our simulation model. Thus we have
to build our own simulator. Similarly, Internet topology
has recently became a hot topic. Tools based on tracer-
oute and ICMP protocols can be used to census the Internet
links but the maps we can obtain is not complete and suffers
from several problems : some links are missing and some
links are aggregated. But we must know the exact topology
to model the exchange of update messages between BGP
nodes. We address this problem in the tool we have devel-
oped.

The paper is as follows. In section 2, we describe the
simulator model of the BGP protocol, the network topol-
ogy, the network load and the router configuration. Note
that we only describe the simulator model, not the actual
implementation. Then in section 3, we present the tool we
have designed to generate Internet graphs from maps al-
ready obtained (see for instance the Route Views project
[27]).

2 Large Scale BGP Simulation Model

We present in this section a simulation model for the
inter-domain protocol, BGP. BGP had been thede facto
inter-domain routing protocol for more than a decade and
our model is mainly an abstraction of the real protocol.
That is, some elements are kept as described in the pro-
tocol specification. Some others elements are simplified
or reduced so they can fit the modelisation process needs.
Lastly, some elements are completely ignored, since they
don’t impact the behaviour we are interested in. And, be-
cause this simulation model was created to produce the
sameinstabilitiesas the ones observed on the network, we
tried to give the components of the simulator behaviour as
close as possible from real components on the network. For
example, the real BGP speakers can crash due to an over-



load of traffic. This is modeled in the simulator by giving
the speakers the possibility to cease their functioning. This
affects the traffic of BGP signalisation and produces some
interesting behaviour of instability.

An important point about the simulation of BGP insta-
bility is the ability for the simulator to produce the same
kindsof instability as the ones observed on the Internet and
generating them with the same proportions. This is an im-
portant matter as it affects and explains many choices done
in the process of modelisation. For that reason, many as-
pects of the simulation model were straightly deduced from
instabilities observation on the interdomain network. For
example, the need to model a more complex AS was driven
from the fact that BGP traffic observation showed that an
important part of exchanged BGP messages springs from
the use of a particular routing policy type. This type of pol-
icy has almost no effect on single connected ASs. Also,
the examination of instabilities and their impact on the user
traffic give us hints on how to model some other details of
the simulator as temporal delays affecting the messages.

Hence, the simulation model was born from the combi-
nation of elements deduced from interdomain traffic watch-
ing and real BGP specification abstraction. Combined to-
gether, the following elements form our large scale BGP
simulation model:

1. The first component is arealistic model of BGP
speakers(BGP communicating entity). The simula-
tion model speaker must follow as closely as possi-
ble the model of BGP speaker described in the BGP
specification. Or, at least, the modeled speaker must
produce the same behaviour as a real one in the same
conditions.

2. The second component of the simulation model is the
simulation topology. To produce the same kind of in-
stabilities as those produced in the Internet, the simu-
lations must run on a topology very close to the real
topology (Internet interdomain topology) in term of
shape and size.

3. The third component is directly related to simulation
topologies. In almost all the BGP simulators, the
topologies are graphs of ASs (Autonomous Systems)
where each node represents a hole autonomous sys-
tem, but is modeled as an unique speaker. Since some
interesting behaviours of instability are caused by the
fact that the AS is composed from several intercon-
nected speakers, our simulation model uses a model
of Autonomous System that is more complex than the
usual model. We choose to model each AS as a graph
of internal speakers. Every speaker being connected
to speakers from other ASs. This way, the ASs can
have multiple links between them (as it is commonly

found in the Internet) and the message generation and
outgoing in each single AS will be more realistic.

4. The fourth component of our model includes the rout-
ing policies and the way they are integrated to the sim-
ulations. Since BGP does not use a shortest path first
algorithm to choose its paths, but permits to each AS
to choose freely the way it selects its paths (by us-
ing routing policies), it is important to include in the
simulator these routing policies to watch the impact of
different policies on the routing stability.

5. The fifth component of the simulation model adds,
when complemented by the use of BGP timers, the
temporal dimension to the simulations. This dimen-
sion is introduced by the simulation of the delays im-
posed on BGP messages going through the network:
the delay of transmission of the packets, the waiting
time for each packet when arriving at the receiver and
the processing time of the packet at that speaker.

To obtain the desired behaviour from the simulator, i.e.,
routing instabilities and slow convergence, the five compo-
nents must be combined. Since, the deficiency of one of
them can prevent the behaviour we would like to observe.

The following subsections describe each component by
specifying each of its aspects.

2.1 BGP Speakers Modelisation

The first element considered in the conception of a BGP
instabilities simulation model is the elementary node of the
simulation and the way it communicates with its neigh-
bours. In BGP, this elementary node is called aspeaker.
The speaker model we conceived is not far from most of
the simulation models created before. However, it contains
some elements modeled completely differently, integrated
by suppressing the complexity of the element, or adopted
most integrally as described in the BGP specification. In
particular, the sessions management system of our model
is extremely simplified but allow us to simulate events as
speaker crashes or reboot, new links establishment or links
failures. As shown in figure 1, the BGP speaker model is
composed from several active components:

• The Ingress Filter: The role of this component is
to receive messages from neighboring speakers and
filtering them. The process of filtering messages is
done by using routing policies. Hence, each time the
Ingress Filterreceives a messages from a peer X of
the speaker, the filter applies the routing policy cor-
responding to X to the received message. This way,
messages can be rejected, accepted or modified be-
fore acceptance. The filtered input messages are put
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Figure 1. BGP Speaker Simulation Model

in the Adj-RIB-In associated to the peer who sent the
message.

• The Decision Process:This component is invoked
each time the speaker receives a new message or loses
its best route to a destination. By looking in every
Adj-RIB-In of the speaker, this process can choose the
bestpath to a certain destination. This particular path
is marked as the best route to the destination, stored
in the Loc-RIB and transmitted to theEgrssFilter for
exportation. The best route selection method is ex-
plained in the next subsection.

• The Egress Filter: This component works the same
way as theIngressfilter, but it appliesexportingpoli-
cies to the routes that the speakers wants to be an-
nounced to its neighbours. As for theIngressfilter,
the policies give the possibility to modify the routes
before exportation and they can stop certain routes
from being announced. A copy of the filtered export-
ing route is put in the Adj-RIB-Out of each peer to
which the route is to be announced.

• The Sessions Management Unit:This component
manages the sessions between the speaker and its
peers. This unit keeps for each of the peers astate of
the session. This state allows us to simulate different
situations for the speakers and the links. For example,
we may produce situations where only the links fails,
where one of the speakers cease from functioning . . .

In addition to those active components, the speakers con-
tains data storage elements:

• The Adj-RIB-Ins contain the imported routes. One
Adj-RIB-In is associated to every peer of the speaker.
The entries of those tables are the messages carrying
the routes.

• The Adj-RIB-Outs contain the routes to be an-
nounced. One Adj-RIB-Out is associated to every
peer of the speaker. The entries of those tables are
different from those in the Adj-RIB-Ins: the sender
identity changes, as well as other potential route at-
tributes.

• TheLoc-RIB contains the best route for each known
destination. Its entries are pointers to routes in the
Adj-RIB-Ins.

• ThePolicy Tablescontains the routing policies of the
speaker. These are sets of rules, stipulating the ac-
tions to be done when some conditions on the routes
(imported or exported) are met.

Since our objective is to simulate topologies as big as the
Internet, we must assume several simplifications in the
model of the speaker. First, only one type of message is
left. The three other kinds of messages would serve in ses-
sions management. Since the session management is sim-
plified and left to a specialised unit, the messages are of no
use. The remaining message type, UPDATE messages, will
carry the routes exchanged between the speakers. These
messages will comport the attributes ”LocalPref”, ”AS-
Path”, ”MED”, ”OriginatorID” and ”ClusterList”. The Lo-
calPref attribute is coupled to a path (message) when it en-
ters an AS. The message carries this attribute, unchanged,
while it is in the same AS. When the routing informa-
tion is about to be published to another AS, the border
speaker must suppress this attribute from the exported mes-
sage.The ASPath carries an ASN sequence representing
the path from destination AS to the route announcer AS.
The med attribute allow speakers to differentiate between
many existent links binding a couple of ASs. Finally, the
attributes OriginatorID and ClusterList are used in that par-
ticular case of ASs with Routes Reflectors. An important
matter impacting the stability of the inter-domain routing
relies on the fact that BGP uses timers to reduce the volume
of messages exchanged on the network. In the simulation
model, we incorporate two kinds of temporal limitation for
the announcements:

• The Minimum Route Advertisement Interval(MRAI)
is a timer described in BGP specification to limit the
rate of route announcements from a speaker. Each
time a speaker announces a route, it must set this timer
and can’t announce any other route about that des-
tination until the timer allows that. By using such
a limitation, speakers can’t send multiple close an-
nouncements about one destination, limiting this way



the network bandwidth used by BGP and suppressing
many potential erroneous announcements. Because
this timer affects the convergence of BGP, we decided
to put it in the simulation model, exactly how it is in
real speakers. The announcement of a route will set
the timer for each peer (forall the destinations ex-
ported to that peer, as it is used in all the commercial
implementations of BGP ). During the waiting period,
the new messages about a particular destination will
erase the old ones. This way, the timer will trigger the
announcement of the most recent route.

• The Withdrawal Rate Limitingis a technique of an-
nouncement limitation used in several BGP imple-
mentations. The BGP specification advise to not ap-
ply the rate limitation (by MRAI) to the route with-
drawals. However, several well distributed implemen-
tations apply this limitation. It consists in applying the
same kind of limitation to route announcementsand
to route withdrawals. This way, only the most recent
route withdrawal for a destination will be distributed.
Thought, several simulations showed the bad effects
of this method, we choose to put it in our model, to
reflect the state of BGP implementations in the real
world, hoping to obtain the most realistic reactions.

In the late 90’s, labovitz discovered that the volume of BGP
traffic was several times the one expected for the Inter-
net [15]. One of the reasons for that, was the adoption by
the BGP routers manufactures, of a technique of announce-
ment that reduces the memory consumption. When a router
sends an announcement, it never keeps the last announced
route, thus saving memory. This method caused the routers
to send several times the same announcements, producing
a huge volume of BGP messages. This particular BGP im-
plementation (Stateless BGP) caused a great burden on the
Internet. Unfortunately, not all the manufacturers accepted
to implement a last-message-save. In our model, this be-
haviour of BGP speakers is include, to observe the impact
of bad-behaving speakers on global convergence and even-
tually on other speakers.

BGP decision process The decision process included in
the simulation model is directly extracted from the speci-
fication. Some steps are simply removed because the ele-
ments (message attributes) theses steps are based on, were
removed from our abstraction. First, we describe the exact
content of each BGP message:

1. The sender identity: IP address of the sender (sim-
ulation attribute PEERID) and his ASN (simulation
attribute PEERASN).

2. The withdrawn routes: is a set of prefixes withdrawn
by the sender (variable length simulation attribute

WITHDRAWN).

3. The attribute LOCALPREF: only for the messages
within an AS.

4. The attribute ASPATH: a sequence of ASNs describ-
ing the path from the sender’s AS to the destination’s
AS.

5. The attribute MED: a value differentiating routes from
multiple sessions between two ASs.

6. The attribute ORIGINATORID: only for Route Re-
flectors based ASs; This attribute is used to prevent
messages loops within an AS.

7. The attribute CLUSTERID: only for Route Reflec-
tors based ASs; This attribute is used to prevent mes-
sages loops within an AS.

When a speaker receives a new message, it first pass it
through theingressfilter, then it put it in the appropriate
Adj-RIB-In, deleting any older message about that destina-
tion and deleting the new message if the speakers ASN is
found upon the aspath attribute. If any modification im-
pacting the route for a certain destination is detected by the
speaker (new route, old best route deletion, old best route
withdrawal), it launches the decision process to choose a
path to the destination. This process entries are a set of all
the candidate routes for that destination; the process passes
by several steps, rejecting less wanted routes at each step:

1. Eliminate routes whom localpref attribute value are
strictly lower than the largest localpref among the
candidate routes.

2. Eliminate routes whom aspath lengths are exactly
lower than the longest aspath among candidate
routes.

3. Eliminate from each group of routes originating from
the same AS, the routes that possess med attribute val-
ues greater than the lowest med value from that AS.

4. Eliminate routes, coming from internal peers, whom
the AS IGP metric to the announcing peer is greater
than the lowest IGP metric for a internal imported
route.

5. Choose only the route announced by the external peer
with lowest BGP ID.

6. Choose only the route announced by the internal peer
with lowest BGP ID.

Passed this process, only one route is remaining, it is placed
in the Loc-RIB and exported to peers.



BGP Sessions Management Unit In our BGP simula-
tion model, the sessions can have two states:up anddown.
The switch between the two states is achieved by the ses-
sions management unit (SMU), which is the component
simulating different effects of external events on BGP ses-
sions. It can be told to re-initiate sessions, as well as com-
pletely run down a router (close all its sessions). It also
simulates some of network load effects on BGP sessions,
by imitating BGP comportment in link failure events: a
HoldTimer is affected to every up session. This timer is
initiated each time the speaker receives a message from the
session peer. In case the peer does not send messages until
the timer expires, the SMU computes asession loss proba-
bility . When this probability exceeds a threshold, the SMU
simulates the real BGP HoldTimer expiration: it runs the
session down, removing all the routes imported from the
peer from the Adj-RIB-In and sending a message of ses-
sion run-over to the peer’s SMU. If the Loc-Rib is affected
by the session stop, the decision process is launched to find
a new best route for destinations that lost their best path.

2.2 Simulations Topologies

Network simulations are affected by the network topolo-
gies used in simulations. This is also true in BGP simu-
lations, where the topology’s shape as well as the topol-
ogy’s size impact the behaviour of the simulator. The use
of realistic BGP network topologies is an important ele-
ment affecting the instabilities behaviour and volume. In
almost all the BGP simulators, the topologies used are
Logical BGP ASs Topologies(figure 2). The nodes of
these topologies are complete BGP ASs regarded as sin-
gle simple nodes. The complex routers topology within
each AS, is abstracted to a single speaker who deals with
all the communications from that AS. This kind of topolo-
gies is obtained by processingBGP logsfrom various In-
ternet looking glasses, or by active measures (rarely used).
The processing can split a physical AS into several logi-
cal simple ASs, to reflect the network complexity inside
that AS. Our BGP simulation model’s aim is to produce
the same types of instability as in the Internet with rela-
tively the same amount and proportion. That is why we
intent to use a more realistic topology model: theBGP
Sessions topologies(figure 3). This kind of topology uses
as elementary node theBGP speakersof each AS. This
speakers are internally interconnected within each speaker
and have links between the ASs. This way, no need to split
the autonomous systems into logical ASs, the topology is
a more realistic one, as the ASs can possess several ses-
sions between each other (unobtained on a ASs topology).
Produced from BGP ASs topology and information from
router level Internet map, this kind of topology isinferred
by an algorithm described in section 3.

AS

AS

AS

AS

AS

AS
AS

AS

AS

Figure 2. Logical BGP ASs Topology

Figure 3. BGP Sessions Topology

2.3 Autonomous Systems Modelisation

Moving from a simplified AS structure (one speaker by
AS) to a more realistic one (several speakers by AS) re-
quires a more elaborate AS model. Following the BGP
specification instructions, the speakers within an AS must
be interconnected byIBGP sessionsand communicate
with external speakers usingEBGP sessions. To obtain
a more true to life instability behaviour and to capture ad-
ditional instability starters, the AS model internal structure
can be made fromFull Mesh interconnected speakers (nor-
mal IBGP connection approach) or can be formed from
Routes Reflectorsand their client speakers.

Full Mesh Autonomous Systems Used in relatively
small ASs, this interconnection fashion comes from the
cycle avoiding rulein the AS:”an internally imported route
must not be exported to internal peers”. To use this rule and
keep the routing correctness within the AS, each speaker
must establish an IBGP session with every other speaker in
the AS. Moreover, each AS must possess an IGP weights
graph reflecting the physical internal AS organisation. This
graph could be used in the forth step of decision process
and exploited to produce IGP-MED mapping policies.



Route Reflection Autonomous Systems Used in rela-
tively large ASs, or to test IGP-MED mapping policy im-
pact on the inter-domain routing, this kind of interconnec-
tion uses a special type of speakers: the routes reflectors.
While all the other speakers of the AS apply the IBGP
cycle avoiding rule, those speakers can, under certain cir-
cumstances, export internally learn routes to internal peers.
And, as for the Full Mesh Autonomous Systems, the Route
Reflections ASs must posses an IGP weights graph, to al-
low special policies and decision process application.

2.4 Routing policies Modelisation and Implemen-
tation

Routing policies are the way by witch the simulations
achieve realness. In deed, on the actual Internet, one can
hardly find an AS who does not disable the default BGP
route choice (shortest path first) by adopting a source-
driven localpref value attaching policy. The routing poli-
cies implement the routing strategy adopted by the ASs;
they are the mean by which the transit service agreement
are achieved. In the simulation model, routing policies are
implemented as sets ofdecision rules. A speaker owns a
set of decision rules for every peer. One set is an ordered
list of rules:

< DecisionCriteria ⇒ Action >

where:

- DecisionCriteria is a logical combination of condi-
tions on route (filtered message) attributes.

- Action represents the operation to be done. The op-
erations can be attributes modification, route accep-
tance, or route denial.

Each time a route is filtered, the set’s decision criteria are
successively examined; and each time a condition is full
filled, the corresponding action is executed, before carry-
ing on rules examination.
An important matter in BGP simulation is the routing poli-
cies adopted in simulation and where it should be put on
the topology. From observation, Hao and Kopol identified
three kinds of policies on actual world Wide Internet [13]:

1. Transit policies: allow speakers to offer a transit ser-
vice to some other ASs. These policies are applied by
Internet connectivity providers

2. Local route selection policies: are policies used com-
monly by customers to specify their preferred routes
according to the source announcing the route.

3. AS prepending (AS padding) policies: are policies ap-
plied by ASs that try to influence other ASs choices

by enlarging their exported routes. This is done by
prepending several times their ASN on the aspath at-
tribute. Thus, the ASs that apply a shortest path first
selection can be influenced in their best route selection
process.

For now, there is no sure information on where these poli-
cies must be put to produce Internet’s inter-domain be-
haviour. But we can wisely distribute the policies by infer-
ring the associations between the ASs. In fact, our model
uses an algorithm to try to guess the association between
two ASs. First, we build a hierarchy of ASs by examining
the ASs topology (the real Internet possesses 4 or 5 lev-
els). After that, we label each link with ”provider-customer
relationship” if the ASs belong to different hierarchy lev-
els, else we label it with ”peering relationship”. Then we
deliver the policies to an AS according to the link’s label:

- if the relationship is ”customer-provider” and the AS
is the highest in topology hierarchy then the speakers
with this link must apply a transit policy, exporting
then it’s clients routes and it’s providers routes to the
client and importing the client’s routes freely.

- if the relationship is ”customer-provider” and the AS
is the lowest in topology hierarchy then the speakers
with this links must apply policies to export only it’s
clients routes to its provider and accept clients routes
and providers routes.

- if the relationship is ”peer-to-peer” then the speakers
must only export and accept clients routes. They must
not exchange providers routes.

For the AS prepending policies, there is, meanwhile, no in-
formation on the exact localisation of the speakers applying
this kind of policy, we can only apply them arbitrary, in the
simulations. However, it is interresting to know the effects
of such policies on the inter-domain routing and particu-
larly on the routing instability.

2.5 Temporal Delays Modelisation

In real networks, BGP messages going from a speaker
to another take a certain time before being processed by
the receiver. This time period between the message emis-
sion and the end of processing is the sum of three periods
of time: link crossing time, waiting time at the receiver and
processing time. In the simulation model, two kinds of de-
lay are charged on the message:

Link crossing delay for messages between external peers
(the delay in AS-internal link crossing is neglectable);

Speaker’s CPU charge induced delayis a delay inflicted
to every entering message of a speaker. This delay



models the waiting time induced by other activities of
the router (packets forwarding, IGP, . . . ).

The classical approach to model the link crossing delay
consists in choosing a random value in an interval and let-
ting the message wait the drawn time period. This approach
do not allow the study of user traffic volume augmenta-
tion effects on interdomain routing, for example. Thus, we
adopted in the model a method of link crossing delay esti-
mation based on links congestion. This congestion touches
both the packets loss and the round trip time of the link. We
can, thus,estimatethe link crossing delay using those two
variables:

CrossingDelay =
PacketSize

LinkThroughput

LinkThroughput =
PacketMaxSize

RTT ×
√

PacketLossRate

where:CrossingDelay is the link crossing time for a BGP
message,LinkThroughput is the link’s transmission ca-
pacity that is calculated using theRTT (Round Trip Time)
and thePacketLossRate. To apply this model, we need,
for each link between a couple of speakers, the RTT and
the packet loss rate. By doing this, we can simulate con-
gestion on regions of the Internet and observe the effects of
this congestion on BGP convergence.

The second delay charged on messages is the CPU
charge induced delay. It comes from the fact that the
almost all the real Internet’s speakers are normal routers
that have, in addition to the BGP processing, several jobs
running (packets forwarding, IGP processing, monitoring,
other BGP messages processing, . . . ). The result is await-
ing time for the BGP messages arriving at a speaker. We
modeled this waiting time by adding two components:

1. the first component models the delay induced by BGP
processing. BGP messages arriving at a speaker share
the same waiting queue. Thus, an arriving message
must wait for the preceeding messages to be pro-
cessed. This delay is computed by counting the BGP
messages passing by a speaker during a period of time.
Then, the following formulae is used to compute the
BGP treatments-induced delay for an incoming mes-
sage:

DBGPProcess = γ × N × T 2

S

where:N is the number of BGP message by time unit,
TS is the time needed to process one BGP message
andγ is a parameter depending on the packets arrival.

2. the second component models the delay induced by
router’s other jobs. This second component is func-
tion of the network activity. Packets number increase
will cause a more important delay on BGP messages.

Meanwhile, it is not possible to obtain exactly this
parameter behaviour, we choose to assign it a fixed
value. By increasing this value, it will be possible to
study the impact of network activity increase on BGP
convergence and stability.

The addition of the two components will give each message
the waiting time until the CPU is free to process it.

3 AS Topologies and BGP Sessions Topolo-
gies Creation Tool

As told in subsection 2.2, our simulation model uses a
particular kind of network topologies: the BGP Sessions
Topologies. The elementary node of these topologies are
BGP speakers, not BGP ASs. These speakers are con-
nectedwithin the ASs using IBGP sessions and between
the ASs using EBGP sessions. That is, multiple BGP ses-
sions can attach a couple of ASs and speakers within the
same AS can choose different routes for the same desti-
nation. This disposition, widely met in real network, is
rarely adopted in simulations. The lack of information on
Internet’s real connectivity incite us to try to infer this kind
of topology from disseminate information. First we must
have a BGP ASs Topology. This is obtained by compiling
data gained from various Internet looking glasses. Next,
we must adjoin complementary information to this topol-
ogy. In our BGP Sessions topology generation algorithm,
those information consist of router-level connectivity be-
tween the ASs. Thought difficult to obtain (by traceroutes
or by another mean), this kind of information allow us to
burden links using the number of router-level links joining
the ASs as weight for the links. Third, we reduce the links
weights by dividing all the weights by a common factor
computed to obtain the right final number of BGP sessions.
The final action consists in the creation of BGP speakers for
each AS and the creation of BGP sessions between them.
Thus, the algorithm of BGP sessions topologies construc-
tion is given by:

1. Weights computing: Given a router level topology,
we must gather routers by AS and compute for each
BGP link between a couple of ASs the number of links
joining routers from the couple of ASs. This number
will be the initial weight given to the AS link.

2. Weights reduction: In deed, if there is four router-
level links between two ASs, it does not mean that
four BGP sessions tie together the ASs. We must,
then, reduce the links weights by dividing them by a
common factor, to estimate the number of BGP ses-
sions connecting a couple of speakers. The factor is
computed by the formulae:

factor =

∑
i LinkWeighti
LinksNumber

1−MissingLinksPercentage



where: LinkWeighti is the weight of theith

link of the topology,LinksNumber is the to-
tal number of links in the AS topology and
MissingLinksPercentage is the proportion of
missing links in ASs topologies built from BGP logs.
In deed, the AS topology built from those logs are in-
complete: they miss several links being in the actuel
network. In particular, multiple links between ASs
are gathered in the produced AS topology. The
MissingLinksPercentageis an estimation of the
proportion of links that do not appear in the topol-
ogy despite their presence in the real network. Re-
cent research’s estimated that this proportion vary in
the interval 20% to 50% of the number of links being
in the topology of ASs. The reduction must produce
integer number, so the non-integers devision product
is rounded to the closest non-zero integer value.

3. BGP speakers creation: In each AS, we must look
for the link with the maximum weight. We, then, as-
sociate to that AS a number of speakers equal to this
link’s weight. Adjoin to each AS link a counter ini-
tialised with that link’s weight.

4. EBGP sessions establishment:We repeat the same
actions as long as the AS posses at least one counter
who’s value is greater than zero. First, we must choose
a non-completely connected speaker. For each non-
zero counter, we establish an EBGP sessions between
the speaker and a neighboring AS speaker, but care-
fully choosing the neighboring speaker as to avoid
establishing multiple sessions between a couple of
speakers. The counters are decremented on the two
sides, each time a sessions is successfully established.

5. IBGP sessions establishment:When all the EBGP
sessions are established, we must establish the ses-
sions within the ASs. For Full Mesh ASs, there must
be one IBGP session between each couple of speakers
of the AS. For the Route Reflection ASs, so far, there
is no specified way of constructing internal AS struc-
ture. We must, then, select random speakers that will
be Route Reflectors and select among the remaining
speakers the clients of each route reflector. There must
be one IBGP session between a R.R. and its client, but
the route reflectors, as well as the speakers that do not
belong to a cluster, must be connected using an IBGP
sessions full mesh.

The BGP sessions topology generation pseudo-code
is given in the following table. Thought the produced
topology is not identical to the real interdomain network
(whose opaqueness restricts information gathering), it en-
tails topology features used to produce interesting instabil-
ity behavior.

BGP Sessions Generation PseudoCode
// 1- By some mean, give to every AS link a weight.
// Let this weight beLinksWeighti for link i
2-factor = f(ASTopology,MissingLinks%)
3-For every link i in the AS topology, do:

*LinksWeighti = LinksWeighti/factor
*if ( LinksWeighti < 1)

LinksWeighti = 1
4-For every nodeASj in the AS topology, do:

*Look for maximum weighted linkm
*Createm speakers forASj

5-For every nodeASj in the AS topology, do:
*Look for a non-zero AS-linkm
*If there is not, pass to the next AS.
*Select a speaker not yet connected to
the neighbourASh

*Select a speaker inASh not yet
connected to the speaker ofASj

*Establish the EBGP session
*Reduce counters

6-For every nodeASj in the AS topology, do:
// Full Mesh only
n = numberOfSpeakersofASj − 1
* For every speaker ofASj , do:

* Connect speaker ton others
* n = n − 1

7-Topology generation completed.
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Figure 4. Generation Tool Input AS Topology

This algorithm has been implemented in a tool for BGP
sessions topologies generation. Thought in early stage of
elaboration, it allows ASs topology manipulation (addition
and suppression of nodes and links, . . . ). For now, the first
step in our algorithm is not full filled using router-level in-
formation. We use instead, random generated weights val-
ues, looking meanwhile for a way to obtain reliable, com-
plete and consistent router-level data.

The given figures show examples of tool generated BGP
Sessions Topologies. Figure 4 shows the input topology,
that is, the AS topology fed to the algorithm to produce
the BGP Sessions Topology. Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the
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impact of the parameterMissing Links Percentageon the
topology generation.

The tool also implements an interdomain network hier-
archy discovery algorithm. It exploits a particularity of In-
ternet maps: at the highest level, ASs are (almost) entirely
interconnected. The ASs of this level (Tier1 providers) are
connected to some lower level ASs (Tier2 providers), that
provide connectivity service for lower level ASs, . . . The
algorithm tries to identify the biggest connex component in
the ASs graph. This problem being a NP-complete prob-
lem, we use an heuristic to gather ASs to form the biggest
clique we can. The ASs belonging to the clique are told
to be Level 1 hierarchy ASs. Next, ASs who do not be-
long to the clique but are connected to Level 1 ASs are said
to belong to the Level 2 hierarchy. Next, ASs attached to
level 2 ASs are labelled with Level 3 hierarchy and so on.
For example, figure 4 shows for every AS node, the hierar-
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Figure 7. Tool generated BGP Sessions
Topology (Missing Links Percentage=60%)

chy level it belongs to, deduced by the method described.
By identifying the level of hierarchy of each AS, this al-
gorithm give us opportunity to generate individual routing
policy for every speaker of an AS. As described in subsec-
tion 2.4, the type of routing policy applied for route im-
portation (resp. exportation) can be deduced from speakers
and peers AS hierarchy levels.

4 Conclusion

BGP had been the official Internet interdomain routing
protocol for the last decade. Its wide utilisation, its rela-
tively open implementation and the liberty given for route
selection and information propagation, made the entire In-
ternet rely on it for interdomain routing information prop-
agation. However, this routing protocol have not been de-
signed to manage the increasing number of hosts present
on the actual Internet. BGP suffers from a reliability prob-
lem: observations of Internet BGP signalisation showed
great instability, as well as sensitiveness to user traffic vol-
ume fluctuations. Moreover, BGP exhibits safety problems,
as proved by recent worm’s propagation influence on BGP
infrastructure. BGP problems resolution requires simula-
tion: we must possess a simulation model able to produce
BGP instability before trying to find new protocol modifi-
cations to remove it. We must also possess realistic Internet
topologies since the experimentation of protocol simulation
and modification gives more reliable information when the
topology is very close to the real network topology. In this
paper, we presented a large scale BGP simulation model.
One important component of this model is the topology
used for simulation. We exposed the type of topologies
needed to produce realistic behaviours, as well as the tool
actually used to produce these topologies. The next step
will be the addition of routing policy generation capabili-
ties to our tool, while trying to find a way to gain reliable
and consistent router-level topologies.
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